GIS is Dead:

Long Live Geospatial

Brian Timoney
Paradigms are shifting
Different apps for different audiences
Multiple pathways to a common vision
What you need to do...
Go Big or Go Home
SELECT well_op, count(api) as wellcount, sum(cumoil) as totoil, sum(cumgas) as totgas
from fosswells
where
the_geom && (select
transform(buffer(transform(collect(intersection(the_geom, geomfromtext("".$geomtext."",4326))),32612),"".$radius.""),4326)
from fosspipe)
and
intersects(the_geom,(select
transform(buffer(transform(collect(intersection(the_geom, geomfromtext("".$geomtext."",4326))),32612),"".$radius.""),4326)
from fosspipe))
group by well_op
order by wellcount desc;
Don’t Be Afraid to Be Cool
Pay Attention In Stats Class